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AI is advancing rapidly
Boris Eldagsen wins Sony world photography 
award – image created with Midjourney

ChatGPT image recognition. Identifying
object as fire blanket and giving user 
instructions in English

Deepfake crypto scam featuring “Elon
Musk” to target unsuspecting investors
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Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

AI & ML

AI

ML

Deep Learning

LLMs

GenAI

Chat GPT

• Artificial intelligence leverages computers to mimic the 
problem-solving & decision-making of the human mind.

• Machine Learning is a sub field of AI that uses computers 
to learn and adapt without following explicit instructions 

• Deep Learning is a sub-set of ML using neural networks & 
vast amounts of training data to make predictions / 
generate responses

• Large Language Models are large data models used for 
natural language generation

• Generative AI is a sub-set of Deep Learning specialising in 
generating content (Text, Video, Images etc).

• ChatGPT is based off the GPT models and is tailored to 
respond to human questioning in a chat bot manner.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let's start by setting a foundation for our discussion today on the AI in Basware AP Automation.�At its core, Artificial Intelligence, or AI, is the broad field that leverages the power of computers to mimic the intricate problem-solving and decision-making capabilities of the human brain. It's all about making machines think smartly, just like us.Within AI, there's a fascinating area known as Machine Learning or ML. Instead of relying on a fixed set of instructions, Machine Learning enables computers to learn, adapt, and improve from experience. It's like teaching computers to learn from their mistakes and get better over time.Now, diving deeper into ML, there's 'Deep Learning'. This can be visualized as a subset of Machine Learning. Deep Learning uses what we call 'neural networks'—systems inspired by our brain's neural structure—and vast amounts of data to predict or generate responses. Think of it as giving computers a mini-brain to help them process information in a way that's similar to us.Speaking of processing information, 'Large Language Models'—like the one we're conversing with now—are expansive data models that specialize in generating and understanding human language. They form the backbone of many modern AI chat systems, enabling rich interactions in natural language.Within the world of Deep Learning, there's a niche known as 'Generative AI'. This is the tech that can create content, be it text, video, images, and more. It's the reason we see such realistic AI-generated art or even music nowadays.Lastly, to make things a bit more relatable, many of you might have heard of or interacted with ChatGPT. It's based on the GPT models, designed specifically to converse, respond, and interact just like a human would in a chat setting.As we move through the deck, we'll explore how these technologies play a crucial role in enhancing Basware's AP Automation solution. �Let's navigate this exciting AI frontier in finance together.
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Application of AI along the AP cycle

Invoice Processing ReportingInvoice Ingestion

Spend 
plans

Automated 
coding

Flexible 
matching

Exception
Handling

Dash-
boards

Actionable 
Insights

Invoice data
Extraction

Invoice 
data 

validation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AP Cycle OverviewMoving forward, let's delve into the intricacies of the Accounts Payable, or AP, cycle, and more importantly, understand how various forms of AI are seamlessly integrated at each stage. The elements highlighted in green denote the specific forms of AI applied throughout the process steps.�Starting with Invoice Ingestion, this consists of two essential steps: Invoice Data Extraction - This ensures the precise extraction of invoice data, both from machine-readable sources and image-based PDF documents.Invoice Data Validation - Dedicated to the automatic validation of the extracted invoice data.Then we transition into Invoice Processing, the heart of the AP cycle. Here, various processes ensure seamless handling of invoices: Flexible Matching - Facilitating the automation of invoice approval based on pre-approved POs.Spend Plans - Skillfully managing preapproved, recurring expenditures with set schedules and defined tolerances.Automated Coding - Eliminating the manual burden of coding invoices by automatically categorizing non-PO invoices across multiple dimensions, such as cost centers, GL accounts, and tax codes.Exception Handling - Streamlining the routing of deviations in both PO and non-PO invoices to the appropriate recipient.Lastly, we have Reporting, which offers a comprehensive view of the AP cycle's outcome, with features like:Dashboards - Providing a vivid visual representation of your AP data, inclusive of metrics like spend prediction and late payment forecasts.Actionable Insights - Empowering businesses with data-driven recommendations to refine and optimize processes.For each of these steps, our slide highlights the specific Automation Technology being leveraged, the primary Use Case for that technology, the Automation Rate to give you an idea of the efficiency gains, and the degree of Customer Control – all curated to ensure adaptability and alignment with unique business needs.As we delve deeper, it's paramount to recognize that every facet of the AP cycle is augmented with cutting-edge automation technologies. And wherever relevant, AI is incorporated, ensuring unparalleled efficiency, pinpoint accuracy, and optimal user control.Now let´s dive into the 3 areas highlighted in green with a bit more detail to what it does, how you can work with it and how you benefit. 
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Application of AI along the AP cycle
Invoice Processing Data and InsightsInvoice Ingestion

Spend 
plans

Automated 
coding

Flexible 
matching

Exception
Handling Dashboards Actionable 

Insights
Invoice data
Extraction

Invoice 
data 

validation

Automation 
Technology

Azure AI Vision  
Text extraction 
Deep Learning 
Machine Learning 

Neural Networks 
(Deep Learning) 
with supervised 
training data

Rule based Rule based Machine Learning Rule based
Statistical Patterns
Heuristic method
Machine Learning

Statistical Patterns
Heuristic method
Machine Learning

Use Case

Extraction of 
invoice data from 
machine readable 

and image PDF 
documents

Automatic 
validation of 
invoice data

Automation of 
invoice approval 
based on already 
approved POs

Preapproved 
recurring spend 
with schedules 
and tolerances

Automatic coding 
of non-PO 

invoices on multi-
dimensions like 
cost centers, GL 

accounts, tax 
code

Automatic invoice 
deviation routing 
for PO and non-

PO invoices

Spend prediction 
and late payment 

prediction

Data-driven 
recommendations 

to improve your 
processes 

Automation 
Rate

Up to 92% and 
increasing

Up to 92% and 
increasing

Up to 98% for PO-
based invoices

Up to 95% for 
recurring invoices

90% correctly 
predicted 

dimensions

Automatic invoice 
routing for > 90% 
of your invoices

Improved 
automation by 

providing 
transparency

Improved 
automation by 

providing insights

Customer 
Control 

Confidence level 
thresholds trigger 

customer 
validation

Rules defined and 
configured with 
the customer

Rules defined and 
configured with 

the customer

User validation of 
all proposals,  

automation based 
on confidence 

level thresholds

Spend control 
based on 

authorization 
levels

Uses only 
customer specific 

historical data

Uses only 
customer specific 

historical data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AP Cycle OverviewMoving forward, let's delve into the intricacies of the Accounts Payable, or AP, cycle, and more importantly, understand how various forms of AI are seamlessly integrated at each stage. The elements highlighted in green denote the specific forms of AI applied throughout the process steps.�Starting with Invoice Ingestion, this consists of two essential steps: Invoice Data Extraction - This ensures the precise extraction of invoice data, both from machine-readable sources and image-based PDF documents.Invoice Data Validation - Dedicated to the automatic validation of the extracted invoice data.Then we transition into Invoice Processing, the heart of the AP cycle. Here, various processes ensure seamless handling of invoices: Flexible Matching - Facilitating the automation of invoice approval based on pre-approved POs.Spend Plans - Skillfully managing preapproved, recurring expenditures with set schedules and defined tolerances.Automated Coding - Eliminating the manual burden of coding invoices by automatically categorizing non-PO invoices across multiple dimensions, such as cost centers, GL accounts, and tax codes.Exception Handling - Streamlining the routing of deviations in both PO and non-PO invoices to the appropriate recipient.Lastly, we have Reporting, which offers a comprehensive view of the AP cycle's outcome, with features like:Dashboards - Providing a vivid visual representation of your AP data, inclusive of metrics like spend prediction and late payment forecasts.Actionable Insights - Empowering businesses with data-driven recommendations to refine and optimize processes.For each of these steps, our slide highlights the specific Automation Technology being leveraged, the primary Use Case for that technology, the Automation Rate to give you an idea of the efficiency gains, and the degree of Customer Control – all curated to ensure adaptability and alignment with unique business needs.As we delve deeper, it's paramount to recognize that every facet of the AP cycle is augmented with cutting-edge automation technologies. And wherever relevant, AI is incorporated, ensuring unparalleled efficiency, pinpoint accuracy, and optimal user control.Now let´s dive into the 3 areas highlighted in green with a bit more detail to what it does, how you can work with it and how you benefit. 
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Deep learning in SmartPDF provides rapid 
& accurate invoice data from PDFs

Control
• One-stop solution for 100% 

PDF capture
• No supplier registration 

needed; just share your 
business unit email for 
onboarding suppliers

Accuracy
• Uses deep learning, text 

extraction & Azure AI Vision to 
transform PDFs into true e-
invoices, trained with over 20 
million invoices from thousands 
of companies globally 

• Captures both machine-
readable and image invoices

Maximum data quality
• Up to 92% of PDF invoices 

validated with 100% accuracy 
• Teach the AI to automate 

exceptions and boost 
automation levels
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What it does How to use Value for your team

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Deep learning in SmartPDF provides rapid & accurate invoice data from PDFsWhat SmartPDF does: �AccuracySmartPDF uses a combination of deep learning, Azure AI Vision, text extraction and machine learning to transform PDFs into true e-invoices. It works for both machine-readable invoices and images, eliminating data extraction errors for both.How to use:�ControlSmartPDF will become your single data point for 100% PDF data capture, giving you the best start for further automation in AP processes. SmartPDF requires no supplier registration – onboarding suppliers is as easy as giving them your business unit email address.Value for your team:Maximum data qualitySmartPDF automatically handles up to 92% of PDF invoices with 100% accuracy of the data collected. By teaching the AI you will even automate the remaining exception invoices and further raise your automation level. 
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Machine learning in SmartCoding 
speeds up non-PO invoice coding

Take control
• AP teams have control over 

how and when SmartCoding
is used 

• It offers consistent coding 
guidance across multiple 
dimensions like cost centers, 
GL accounts, tax code 

Efficiency
• SmartCoding proposes coding 

for non-PO invoices using 
historical data and machine 
learning

• TOP 5 proposals and confidence 
indicators guide users to make 
the best and most efficient 
decisions  

Increased data quality
• Over 90% correctly predicted 

dimensions, making it easy 
for all users to faster code 
non-PO invoices correctly

• Up to 2€ per non-PO invoice 
on average saved
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What it does How to use Value for your team

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Machine learning in SmartCoding speeds up non-PO invoice codingWhat it does: �EfficiencySmartCoding uses machine learning to create coding proposals for non-PO invoices based on the coding history of a supplier’s invoices. TOP 5 proposals and confidence indicators guide users to make the best and most efficient decisions.   How to use:�Take controlAP teams have control over how and when SmartCoding is used. It provides guidance for the user to code invoices consistently on multi- dimensions like cost centers, GL accounts, tax code, project codes, receiving units, internal order codes etc.  Value for your teamIncreased data qualityYou achieve +90% correctly predicted dimensions, making it easy for all users to faster code non-PO invoices correctly. 0,20€-0,40€ per dimension code can be saved, this means up to 2€ per invoice on average saved on non-PO invoices.  More efficiencyMeasured by the touchless invoice coding rate and total expected time-saved on creating the invoice codingSpeed up invoice coding with proposalsBetter controlControl for AP teams how and when SmartCoding is creating the invoice coding proposal. Guidance for users to make the best possible business decision on invoice coding proposalsControl is important, especially when automating key processes like invoice coding. Thresholds on accuracy per dimension guide the user to make the correct decision on the invoice coding row proposalsGuide the user to code invoices consistently, Control the SmartCoding output using confidence thresholdsImproved data qualityMore accurate and consistent usage of your coding dimensions  Guide the user to code invoices consistentlyIncrease user confidence by showing confidence levels for proposals
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Statistical patterns and ML in Basware 
Insights provide actionable advice

Virtual business advisor
• Basware Insights uses statistical 

patterns and machine learning 
(ML) for an intuitive data 
experience with highly interactive 
dashboards and data-driven 
recommendations 

• It shortens the time to insights 
and lowers the barrier to 
adopting analytics 

Simplify complexity
• Turn your AP Clerks into 

AP Analysts to 
spend time on the value-
adding activities

• Establish a data-driven culture 
built by trust in the data 
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Optimize efficiency
• Allows AP clerks to easily 

detect and rectify inefficient 
and unproductive processes 

• Shift from descriptive to 
prescriptive analytics 

What it does How to use Value for your team

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Statistical patterns and ML in Basware Insights provide actionable adviceWhat it does: �Virtual business advisorBasware Insights uses statistical patterns and machine learning (ML) to provide an intuitive data experience with highly interactive dashboards and data-driven recommendations to shorten the time to insights and lower the barrier to adopting analytics. How to use�Optimize efficiencyBasware Insights allows everyone in AP to easily use relevant insights to identify inefficient and unproductive processes and advice how to fix them, moving from descriptive to prescriptive analytics. Value for your team�Simplify complexityTurn your AP Clerks into AP Analysts that spend time on the value-adding parts of the processEstablish a data-driven culture built by trust in the data. 
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Long term roadmap themes

Basware e-Invoice 
Sending

Basware AP Automation

Analytics and Insights
KPI, process & finance analytics
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Basware e-Invoice 
Receiving

Basware Procurement
• AI-enabled, data-driven automation 
• AI copilots for user assistance and 

supplier communication
• Deep and embedded insights on fraud, 

ESG, vendors, spend, contract 
compliance, cashflow, currency & tax

• Global support for compliance. 
Investigating tax reporting.

• Omnichannel solution with global 
coverage for invoice sending

• Foster digital transactions for superior 
data quality – also at line level, 
processing speed, visibility, and agility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Surpass the limitations of pre-determined rules with AI-enabled, data-driven automation.Leverage Machine Learning for automatic rule creation based on patterns in company data.
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Thank you
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